Residential
Air Conditioners
High Wall

· Non-Inverter R32 N8 Series
· Inverter R32 N8 Series
For more information or to find out how to buy: Phone: +603 80656228 | Visit: www.carrier.com.my | Email: cmb.sales@carrier.com
Address: Lot 10F-1 10th Floor, Tower 5 PFCC Jalan Puteri ½ Bandar Puteri 47100 Puchong, Selangor, Malaysia.
Available from 9am to 5pm on weekdays. Closed on weekends and public holidays.
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Smart Control
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Design for the Environment

Carrier’s Heritage: The Invention
That Changed The World

Environmentally friendly and Low GWP refrigerant. A greener earth for
the next generation.
On July 17, 1902, Willis Carrier designed the first modern air-conditioning system to
solve a production problem at the Sackett & Wilhelms printing plant in Brooklyn,
New York, launching an industry that would fundamentally improve the way we live,
work and play.

1904
Willis Carrier applied for a patent on his
invention, an "Apparatus for Treating Air." He
had invented the world's ﬁrst spray-type air
conditioning equipment, able to both wash
and humidify or dehumidify air. Modern air
conditioning now had its fundamental
building block.

1911
Willis Carrier's Rational Psychrometric
Formulae brought science to what had been
the often hit-or-miss design of
air-conditioning systems, and in the process
made Carrier an international name.

1917
Carrier hires America’s first woman
air- conditioning engineer, right arround the
time that the decision to allow U.S. women
the right to vote was being debated by
lawmakers.

1922
Carrier unveiled the ﬁrst centrifugal
chiller, which opened the door to
large-scale comfort air-conditioning.

Choose R32, An Environmentally Friendly Refrigerant

1926

Carrier introduces the ﬁrst home air conditioner.

As part of its commitment to provide customers with solutions that use the right refrigerant for each application, Carrier has
launched wall mounted air conditioners with R32 refrigerant to replace R410A refrigerant. R32 has a lower environmental impact,
high energy efficiency, wide availability and ease of use - reaffirming our continued commitment to sustainability.
Carrier’s use of R-32 refrigerant and expert system design will reduce the refrigerant carbon footprint by up to 78% in Wall
Mounted air conditioners. This is due to the much lower Global Warming Potential (GWP) and a significant system refrigerant
charge reduction compared to the previous generation using R-410A.

1931
The M.V. Victoria became the ﬁrst vessel to
make its maiden voyage equipped with
Carrier air conditioning.

1998

Construction began on the
Center for Intelligent Buildings.
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2016

Willis Carrier is named one of Time magazine’s
“100 most influential people of the century”

R410a (FS) 1HP

R32 (FS) 1HP

R410a (Inv) 1HP

R32 (Inv) 1HP

GWP (A)

GWP (A)

GWP (A)

GWP (A)

2088

675

2088

675

Unit refrigerant
charge, kg (%) (B)

Unit refrigerant
charge, kg (%) (B)

Unit refrigerant
charge, kg (%) (B)

Unit refrigerant
charge, kg (%) (B)

0.61 (100%)

0.42 (69%)

0.48 (100%)

0.38 (79%)

CO2 equivalent,
kg (%) (AxB)

CO2 equivalent,
kg (%) (AxB)

CO2 equivalent,
kg (%) (AxB)

CO2 equivalent,
kg (%) (AxB)

1274 (100%)

284 (22%)

1002 (100%)

257 (26%)

Carrier is continuously investing in long-term solutions to lead the industry and promote highly efficient products with a lower
impact on global warming.
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Design for Comfort

Design for Smart Control
Smart Control Adapter Specifications

More Powerful

Power Input

DC 5V / 300 mA

Power Capacity, Quick Cooling

Standard

IEEE 802. 11b/g/n

Frequency Range

2.4 – 2.48 GHz

Encryption

WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK

The compressor of the Carrier inverter air conditioner operates faster to give a more powerful performance. This results in achieving
your desired set temperature much faster than a conventional air conditioner.

Smart Control Features
Timer On/Off
Weekly Timer
Sleep Mode
DIY Mode
Self-Check
QR Code Sharing
Language option
Cools a room in less time
Indoor/Outdoor temperature

The new Carrier wall-mounted air conditioners come equipped with Smart Control, enabling you to control and monitor your air
conditioners anytime, anywhere through a smartphone*.

Convenience At Your Fingertips
• Turn on-off or change settings of the air conditioners anytime, anywhere*

More Comfortable
Precise Control, Constant Temperature
After reaching the set temperature, the Carrier inverter air conditioner closely maintains room temperature through fine adjustment of
output power, creating a pleasant and comfortable environment compared to conventional air conditioners that cycle between on and
off, resulting in temperature swing.

• Weekly timer provides hassle-free comfort cooling to complement your busy lifestyle
• Enjoy the luxury of personalizing hourly temperature for a good night sleep through DIY Sleep
• Self-diagnosis provides quick testing if the air conditioner is working fine or require servicing
Not cool

Set-Up

Comfortable

Step 1: Download the Carrier Air Conditioner app

Inverter Type
Non-inverter Type

Too cool

Step 2: Pair air conditioner to smartphone**
Step 3: Complete! You can now control the air conditioner from your smartphone*
You can now add more family members and friends through quick sharing of QR code.

More Reliable
Wider Operation Range
The Carrier inverter air conditioner works uninterruptedly between 168V to 264V even at a high ambient temperature of up to50ćand at
a low ambient temperature of down to 0ć, keeping you always comfortable.
Note˖QHG can operate at temperature as low as -15ć

Note:
* The air conditioner and smartphone should be connected to Internet through WiFi or mobile data to enable Smart Control function.
** Refer manual for set-up instructions.
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Design for Improved
Indoor Air Quality

Designfor
forPerformance
Performance
Design
and Reliability
High Efficiency Tube

Dual Purification System
The dual action filter removes pollutants, giving clean and fresh air every moment.

First Guard

Second Guard

As the first guard, the washable high density filter
traps dust and harmful particles from the air. With
enhanced capacity, smaller dust particles are more
effectively removed compared to ordinary filter.

The second guard is made up of negative ion filter.
This filter releases negative ions, removing the dust
particles in the air thus helps in creating a cleaner
indoor environment.

Heat transfer efficiency increases by 7.3% with a larger surface area for heat transfer due to an increased number
of inner groove teeth from 45 to 54, improving the overall efficiency of the Carrier air conditioner.
Total heat transfer Coefficient
(kW/m2k)
7.3
7.2
7.1
7.0
6.9
6.8
6.7
6.6
6.5
6.4

Conv
e
tube ntional

7.3%

High
Efficie
ncy T
ube

Gold Fin for Indoor
Unit and Outdoor Unit
The special coating is tested to exhibit excellent
anti-corrosive performance compared to commonly coated fin,
which leads to higher efficiency over a longer lifetime.

Longer Lifetime
DUST

NEGATIVE ION

Washable High Density Filter
Enhanced filter capacity, remove the micro dust from the air.

Filter Type

“Ordinary”

“HD”

Quantity of
Holes per m²

156

255

Hole Size (mm)

1.2 1.2

0.54 0.54

Common Fin

Gold Fin

Common Fin

Test 1: Neutral Salt Spray Test for 1000 Hours.
(Equivalent to more than 10 years of service
life under normal conditions).
Protection level > 9.5, without perforation.

Gold Fin

Test 2: Acid Resistance Test for 30 Minutes
(Equivalent to 10,000 times accelerated acid
rain test)
Corrosion area < 0.5%
50

Unique Anti-corrosive
Negative Ion Filter
Number of negative ions released:
more than 2000 pcs/cm3/s.

Test 3: Dry-Wet Cycle Test 3000 Times
(Equivalent to air conditioner operating
for 10 years)
Hydrophilic angle < 30°, showing good
hydrophilicity.

40
30
20

0

Capacity
(kW)

High Efficiency
Testing has shown that the special
coating outperforms the common
coated fin even after one year into
operation.

Common Fin
Gold Fin

10

0

2000
1000
Dry-Wet Cycle Times

Common Fin

3000

Gold Fin

5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0

Cooling Rate
frequency

05

Cooling Free
frequency
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Design for Convenience

Design for Easy Installation
and Maintenance

Turbo Mode
The air conditioner maximizes capacity to cool
down rapidly, reaching the set temperature in
the shortest possible time.

Save time with TURBO MODE

2 Way Connection

TURBO MODE

TIME
NORMAL MODE

The refrigerant piping and drainage hose
can reach either the left or right side of
the indoor unit for maximum installation
flexibility.

Left OR Right

My Mode
You can now enjoy cooling at your preferred
operating mode via a single button. Simply save
your favourite settings as My Mode on the
remote controller.

Refrigerant Leakage Detect

zz

Indoor unit shows error code “EC” and stops
automatically when refrigerant leakage is
detected. This helps protect the compressor
from high temperature damage due to
refrigerant leakage.

z

Sleep Mode
The function enables the air conditioner to automatically increase the set temperature by 1 degree Celsius per hour for
the first two hours, then maintain the set temperature for the next six hours before continuing operations in the final
settings. This function achieves both energy savings and comfortable sleeping.
Sleep mode: 8 hours



Keep running



Self Clean (KHA)
This function helps reduce mold growth in
the air conditioner by operating in low fan
mode to dry the coils, for you to enjoy
healthy air all year round. Simply press and
hold the “High Power” button for more
than 2 seconds to activate the Self Clean
function, the controller will automatically
manage the process.

HOURS
1

Setting Temperature

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

After 2hours,maintain the temperature

Follow Me
Detects the room temperature through the temperature sensor built into the
remote controller, thereby providing comfortable cooling.

Active Clean (QHG)
Sensed Temperature 29°

Sensed Temperature 26°

This function helps wash away dust, mold, an
d grease that may cause odors when it adhe
res to the heat exchanger by automatically fr
eezing and then rapidly thawing the frost.
When this function is turned on, the indoor
unit display window appears o CLp , after 20
to 45 minutes, the unit will turn off
automatically and cancel this function.

Water & Fire Proof Sealed E-box
The electric box is sealed with metal plate
material and double-slot-tight buckles,
making it waterproof and fireproof against
rain and humidity.
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Smart Control for
WF series only

593/439/348

639/462/391

349/258/205

376/272/230

41/33.5/28.5

42/34/30

Split System

Technical Specification

9K~22K

Indoor Model*

42KHA009N8VS
42KHA009N8VSWF

42KHA012N8VS
42KHA012N8VSWF

42KHA018N8VS
42KHA018N8VSWF

42KHA022N8VS
42KHA022N8VSWF

42QHG029N8VS
42QHG029N8VSWF

Outdoor Model

38KHA009N8VS

38KHA012N8VS

38KHA018N8VS

38KHA022N8VS

38QHG029N8VS

1Ph- 220~240V- 50Hz

1Ph- 220~240V- 50Hz

Indoor

Outdoor

Ph-V-Hz

Power supply
Source of Power Supply

Performance
(Rating)

Indoor

Indoor

Indoor

Capacity, Rated
(Min~Max)

Btu/h

9000 (5000~10500)

Power Input,
Rated (Min~Max)

W

745 (320~885)

1120 (420~1220)

1748 (580~1748)

2000 (600~2000)

2400 (420~2400)

Current

A

3.6

5.1

7.6

8.7

10.5

W/W

3.54

3.14

3.02

3.22

3.54

Wh/Wh

4.70

4.70

4.81

4.54

-

m³/h

490/384/310

600/440/350

735/625/500

1050/840/630

1090/770/610

CFM

288/226/182

353/259/206

433/368/294

618/494/371

642/453/359

dB(A)

39/34/29

40/39/32

41/37/32

46/40/34

45/39/33.5

Dimension(W*D*H)

mm

715x194x285

805x194x285

957x213x302

1040x220x327

1082x234x337

Packing (W*D*H)

mm

780x270x365

870x270x365

1035x295x385

1120x405x315

1155x415x315

Net/Gross weight

kg

7.4/9.4

8.2/10.4

10.85/14.0

13.6/16.9

13.3/17.0

dB(A)

52

55

57

58

61

mm

720x270x495

720x270x495

765x303x555

805x330x554

890x342x673

mm

835x 300x 540

835x 300x 540

887x337x610

915x370x615

995x398x740

kg

21.7/23.6

21.7/23.7

27.2/29.4

29.6/32.3

43.3/46

R32

R32

R32

R32

R32

g

380

440

650

830

1400

MPa

4.3/1.7

4.3/1.7

4.3/1.7

4.3/1.7

4.3/1.7

mm(inch)

Φ6.35/Φ9.52

Φ6.35/Φ9.52

Φ6.35/Φ12.7

Φ9.52/Φ15.9

Φ9.52/Φ15.9

(1/4"/3/8")

(1/4"/3/8")

(1/4"/1/2")

(3/8"/5/8")

(3/8"/5/8")

Max. pipe length

m

25

25

30

30

50

Max. difference
in level

m

10

10

20

20

25

Remote

Remote

Remote

Remote

Remote

EER

29K

1Ph- 220~240V- 50Hz 1Ph- 220~240V- 50Hz 1Ph- 220~240V- 50Hz

CSPF

12000 (6000~13000) 18000 (7000-18000)

22000 (8000-22000) 29000 (7200-29000)

Indoor air flow (Hi/Mi/Lo)

Indoor sound pressure level
(Hi/Mi/Lo)

9K~22K

29K

Inverter R32
High Wall Type

Indoor unit

Outdoor sound pressure level

Dimension(W*D*H)
Outdoor unit Packing (W*D*H)

Standard Features
Net/Gross weight
Refrigerant Type
Refrigerant Charged volume
Self-diagonsis and
Auto-protection

Fire-proof
Electric Box

Self clean for KHA and
Active clean for QHG

Auto Restart
Function

High Density
Filter

Gold Fin

Louver Position
Memory

Design pressure
Liquid side/
Gas side
Refrigerant
piping

Turbo

Timer

Sleep Mode

Follow Me

Smart Control for
WF series only

Controller

Optional Features

Operation temperature

0

C

17~30

17~30

17~30

17~30

16~30

Ambient temperature

0

C

0~50

0~50

0~50

0~50

-15~50

Application area (Cooling Standard)

m²

12~18

16~23

23~33

28~41

36~53

VC
VC

VC

*-WF are models with WiFi for Smart Control
Bio Filter

Silver Ion
Filter

Compound
Filter

Vitamin C Filter

Wired Control

All features and specifications are subject to change without prior notice for product improvement purposes.
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Wired Control

Remote Control
RG67N Remote controller for KHA,
Note: QHG Remote controller is different

12B Simple Controller-KHA&QHG
The wiring place of 12B is display board.

The Backlit LCD
Allows easy operation in the
dark.

Timer On

ON/OFF

Temperature UP

On/Off

To set the timer to
turn unit on.

To turn on or off the air
conditioner.

To increase set temperature by
1 degree Celsius in each step.

To turn on or off the air conditioner.

To increase set temperature by 1 degree
Celsius in each step.

Mode

Fan

To switch the operation mode.

To select the fan speed.

Timer Off

Temperature Down

To set the timer to
turn unit off.

To decrease set temperature
by 1 degree Celsius in each
step.

Follow Me

ECO

To activate or clear the Follow
Me function.

To activate or clear the ECO
mode function.

Temperature Down
My Mode

Auxiliary Heater

Swing

Activate the optional
auxiliary heater.
(Not Applicable）

To start or stop the louver
movement.

Temperature UP

To decrease set temperature by 1
degree Celsius in each step.

To save or to resume your favourite
settings.

Timer Off
To set the timer to
turn unit off.

Mode

LOCK

Swing

To switch the operation mode.

To lock/unlock
the current setting.

To start or stop the louver
movement.

RESET

Fan

To restore the system
to its default settings.

To select the fan speed.

Timer On
To set the timer to
turn unit on.

Fix
To adjust the up/down air flow direction.
The louver angle changes by 6 degree in
each step.

ECO Sleep
To enter Sleep Mode.

120X2 Deluxe Controller-Only QHG
120
Sleek design with touch button and backlight, 120X2 Deluxe Controller is packed
with more functionalities in addition to basic operations offered by 12B Simple
Controller
Cont
· Infrared signal receiver.

· Child lock

· Weekly timer

· Follow Me

· Restrict the available temperature setting range

· Auto Restart

High Power(Turbo)
To activate or disable the High
Power function. Press and hold for
more than 2 seconds to activate the
Self Clean function, the controller
will automatically manage the
process.

Follow Me
LED
Press to turn on/off the
LED display.

To activate or clear
the Follow me function.

· Operation mode locking
· Check temperature details and error codes.

Note:
1. Above illustration shows all the features. For actual model, only the relevant parts are shown.
2. Buttons design might be slightly different from the actual one.
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Note:
1. Above illustration shows all the features. For actual model, only the relevant parts are shown.
2. Buttons design might be slightly different from the actual one.
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